
 
 
Tier 1 Information: 

 
1. Management Action 
 
S-91: Develop a telephone app to allow the public to photograph violations and document time, boat numbers, GIS 
coordinates, and violation to state FWC and federal enforcement personnel to improve regulatory compliance and 
enforcement and improve public involvement, outreach and education concerning coastal protection in Florida. 
 
SEFCRI Comments: If app can use GPS data to send to dispatch, appropriate officer in vicinity can respond. We 
recommend this go forward, if for no other reason, it will help deter violators to know that they are being recorded 
and reported to FWC.  
 

 
2. Intended Result (Output/Outcome) 

What is the end product/result of this management action? 
• Develop a telephone app to allow the public to text/upload photographed violations and document time, boat 

numbers, GIS coordinates, and violation to state FWC and federal enforcement personnel to improve regulatory 
compliance and enforcement and improve public involvement, outreach and education concerning coastal 
protection in Florida. This will create a disincentive for violations because it increases the likelihood that 
violators will be observed doing something illegal. This is a way to support enforcement. Even if no officers are 
able to respond, they can send a notice to the violator after the fact (based on FL registration numbers) 
referencing the violation and providing an educational reminder about the regulations. The app is intended to 
automatically transmit violation information and photographs to the appropriate enforcement personnel. This 
will also require that enforcement has the appropriate infrastructure/database to receive and store information. 

o The app should be able to work offline to store and transmit information later on (if outside of cell 
phone range). Outcome is reduced violations. 

 
3. Duration of Activity 

Is this a discrete action or a recurring activity? Explain. 
• Setting up the app and infrastructure is a one-time activity. Monitoring by the community for violations will be 

continuous. A continuous process where the public is able to report violations. 
 

4. Justification 
What issue or problem will this management action address? Explain. 
• Enforcement personnel and resources are limited. This phone app will allow public surveillance and participation 

in resource management. Public can use mobile phones to photograph violations and transmit the information 
to enforcement agencies. This will create more eyes on the water and is also a deterrent to illegal activities. This 
can be done without a significant expense by the government. 
 

5. Potential Pros 
What are the potential advantages associated with this management action? 
• The ability of enforcement surveillance will be enhanced at no cost to government by better documenting of 

who, what, and where resource violations occur using photos with date stamps and GPS locations that can be e-
mail to enforcement agencies. People are less likely to break rules if the chance of being detected and caught is 
increased.  Reporting unusual activities may increase water front/homeland security by also allowing reporting 
of suspicious activities. 
 

6. Potential Cons 
What are the potential disadvantages associated with this management action? 
• Enforcement agencies will have to process in near-real time photos and respond to public reports. People 

photographing illicit activities may be at risk of retribution or injury if detected by offenders. 



 
 

7. Location 
County/Counties: Miami-Dade, Broward, Palm Beach, Martin, Other? 
• All marine areas 
•  See Tier 1, Question 7: FDEP (KB): If directed at FWC this would definitely have to be a statewide initiative. It's 

probably not realistic to limit it to just to the SEFCRI region or marine areas, which may require some additional 
challenges for implementation. 
 
 

Relevant Habitats: Coral reef, seagrass, watershed, etc.? 
• All habitats 

 
Specific Location: City, site name, coordinates, etc.? 
• May be especially useful for surveillance of marine protected areas 

 
8. Extent 

Area, number, etc. 
• Throughout the state to the reefs, keys, bays, rivers, lagoons, fresh and salt water bodies and Everglades; 

Everywhere the FWC has jurisdiction. 
 

9. Is this action spatial in nature? 
• No 

 
Do you believe this management action could be informed by the Our Florida Reefs Marine Planner Decision Support 
Tool? 

If yes, you will proceed to the next section on Marine Planner Information.  
• No 

 
Marine Planer Information: 
 
N/A 
 
Tier 2 Information: 
 
WHY? 
1. Strategic Goals & Objectives to be Achieved 

Refer to the SEFCRI Coral Reef Management Goals and Objectives Reference Guide. 
• Improve enforcement and compliance with regulations. 

 
2. Current Status 

Is this activity currently underway, or are there planned actions related to this recommendation in southeast 
Florida? If so, what are they, and what is their status. 
• Not underway, but FDEP did develop a phone app with ESRI that uses their free app to display benthic habitat 

layers and show people where coral reefs are located. It uses GPS to pinpoint your location. This could be used 
to aid in the creation of an enforcement app. 

 
3. Intended Benefits (Outcomes) 

What potential environmental benefits or positive impacts might this management action have? 
• Improve compliance with regulations and better resource protection. 

 
What potential social/economic benefits or positive impacts might this management action have? 

http://surveygizmolibrary.s3.amazonaws.com/library/18507/SEFCRICoralReefManagementGoalsandObjectivesReferenceGuide.pdf


 
• Improve resource protections and enjoyment for the public. Less expense and more effective surveillance and 

enforcement. 
 

What is the likely duration of these benefits - short term or long-lasting? Explain. 
• Long-lasting benefit to improve reporting with documentation 

 
4. Indirect Costs (Outcomes) 

What potential negative environmental impacts might this action have?  
• None 

 
What potential negative social/economic impacts might this action have? 
• None 

 
What is the likely duration of these negative impacts - short term or long-lasting? Explain.  
• None 

 
5. Risk 

What is the threat of adverse environmental, social, or economic effects arising from not implementing this 
action? 
• More expensive and ineffective surveillance and enforcement. 

  
6. Relevant Supporting Data 

What existing science supports this recommendation? (Provide citations)  
• Crowd sourcing of environmental using cell phones is routinely used to collect and report environmental data. 

 
7. Information Gaps 

What uncertainties or information gaps still exist?  
• The ability to obtain GPA coordinates from the phone, date stamps, and time pictures is taken. Sufficient 

resolution of photos to be able to read Boat registration numbers, identify the boat and people aboard. Possible 
legal considerations about collecting information. 

 
WHEN? 
8. Anticipated Timeframe for Implementation 

How long will this recommendation take to implement?  
• 0-2 years 

 
9. Linkage to Other Proposed Management Actions 

Is this activity linked to other proposed management recommendations? 
• Yes 

 
If so, which ones, and how are they linked? (e.g., is this activity a necessary step for other management actions to 
be completed?) 
• Lighted navigational Beacons with web-cams and weather recording and transmitting information;  link to: N-37 

- Develop a telephone app to allow the public to document and photograph violations; N-22 (Market FWC 
Hotline and SEAFAN reporting) 

• This action is also related to some of the management actions that seek to improve enforcement capacity (S-94, 
S-95, N-43, N-29, S-99) – these would help improve the response to additional tips received by an improved FWC 
hotline. 
 

Does this activity conflict with other existing or proposed management actions?  
• No 



 
 
WHO? 
10. Lead Agency or Organization for Implementation 

What agency or organization currently has/would have authority? Refer to the Agencies and Actions Reference 
Guide. 
• Fla. Fish and Wildlife Commission Division of Law Enforcement 

 
11. Other Agencies or Organizations 

Are there any other agencies or organizations that may also support implementation? Explain.  
• Local, state and federal enforcement agencies and US Coast Guard; More than FWC should be involved in this. If 

this is going to be a statewide phone app, then multiple agencies would likely need to be involved (State, 
counties, NOAA). Multiple agencies sometimes need to be contacted about the same incident. So you would 
need to determine the appropriate contact for each type of reported incident in the app so the response can be 
routed correctly. 
 

12. Key Stakeholders 
Identify those stakeholders most greatly impacted by this management action, including those from whom you 
might expect a high level of support or opposition. Explain. 
• All users of fresh and salt water areas; May be applicable to all areas (land/water) under the jurisdiction of FWC 

and law enforcement; poachers and law breakers 
 

HOW? 
13. Feasibility 

Is there appropriate political will to support this? Explain. 
• Yes; supports better protection of our reefs; Lack of enforcement of existing laws is the number one public 

complaint about resource management. 
 

What are the potential technical challenges to implementing this action? Has it been done elsewhere? 
• Range of cell phone transmission offshore; would require a lot of admin work coordinating the agencies to make 

sure everything is included (could see this as a very large app) 
 

14. Legislative Considerations 
Does the recommendation conflict with or actively support existing local, state, or federal laws or regulations? 
Explain. 
• No 

 
15. Permitting Requirements 

Will any permits be required to implement this action? Explain.  
• No 

 
16. Estimated Direct Costs 

Approximately how much will this action likely cost? (Consider one-time direct costs, annual costs, and staff time, 
including enforcement.) 
• $50-100,000 for an iPhone app 

 
Will costs associated with this activity be one-time or recurring? 
• One-time to develop it, on-going costs of maintenance & upgrades. Also cost of Android app. 

 
If recurring, approximately how long will staff time and annual costs be necessary to implement the management 
action? 

  
17. Enforcement 

http://surveygizmolibrary.s3.amazonaws.com/library/18507/AgenciesandActionsReferenceGuide.pdf
http://surveygizmolibrary.s3.amazonaws.com/library/18507/AgenciesandActionsReferenceGuide.pdf


 
Does this require enforcement effort?  
• Yes 

 
Provide an explanation if available. 
• Yes to ensure monitoring of submitted information. Someone needs to be able to respond is information is 

submitted; need a disclaimer in app so people do not expect LE to show up immediately and likely have more 
indirect follow up (educational materials and warning letters). FWC's current hotline staff may be able to handle 
these additional reports. 
 

18. Potential Funding Sources 
Identify potential funding organizations/grant opportunities, etc.  
• FWC 

 
19. Measurable Outcomes/Success Criteria/Milestones 

How will the success of this recommendation be measured? How will you know when the intended result is 
achieved? 
• Effective response by law enforcement; reduction in damage to coral reefs attributed to use; number of 

violations reported and exposed will decrease violations. 
 
SEFCRI/TAC Targeted Questions: 
 
1. TAC - Is the recommendation likely to achieve the intended result? Explain. 

Tier 1 – #2 (Intended Result - Output/Outcome) 
• -Yes. Law enforcement is so limited, this option gives them extra eyes and ears. Promotes buy-in. Enforcement 

personnel and resources are limited. This phone App will allow public surveillance and participation in resource 
management. Public can use mobile phones to photograph violations and transmit the information to 
enforcement agencies. This will create more eyes on the water and is also a deterrent to illegal activities. This 
can be done without a significant expense by the government. 

•  
 

2. TAC - Is the recommendation sufficient to address the identified issue or problem? Explain. 
Tier 1 – #4 (Justification) 
• - The ability of enforcement surveillance will be enhanced at no cost to government by better documenting of 

who, what, and where resource violations occur using photos with date stamps and GPS locations that can be e-
mail to enforcement agencies. People are less likely to break rules if the chance of being detected and caught is 
increased.  Reporting unusual activities may increase water front/homeland security by also allowing reporting 
of suspicious activities. 

•  
 

3. TAC - Is the recommendation technically achievable from a science or management perspective? Explain. 
Tier 2 – #8 (Anticipated Timeframe for Implementation) and Tier 2 - #13 (Feasibility) 
• -Yes. It’s very easy to make an app. The technology exists and can be manufactured locally (company in Delray 

Beach).  
 

4. SEFCRI Team, PPT & Other Advisors - Has this been done (by SEFCRI, other agencies or organizations in the SEFCRI 
region)? Explain. 
Tier 2 – #2 (Current Status)  
• -Yes. Sea Turtle Oversight Protection has a violations app.  

 
5. SEFCRI Team, PPT & Other Advisors - Is this recommendation a research or monitoring project? 

(Recommendations should be turn-dirt management actions, not the step you take before a management action). 



 
Explain. 
• -No. It’s neither (It is enforcement, not research).  

 
6. SEFCRI Team, PPT & Other Advisors - If either of the following applies to this management action, provide 

feedback on which information submitted by the Community Working Groups may be more appropriate, or if 
entries should be merged. Explain. 

a. There are different viewpoints for an individual management action (i.e. two working group members 
provided separate information, as indicated by a ‘//’ marking between them). 

b. Information submitted for this and other draft management actions is sufficiently similar that they might 
be considered the same. 

• -Does not apply.  
 

7. SEFCRI Team, PPT & Other Advisors - Non-agency Question: Is the recommendation technically achievable from 
your stakeholder perspective? If not, do you have suggestions that would allow this to become technically 
achievable from your stakeholder perspective? Explain. 
Tier 1 - #5 (Potential Pros), Tier 1 - #6 (Potential Cons), Tier 2 - #3 (Intended Benefits), Tier 2 - #4 (Indirect Costs) 
and Tier 2 - #12 (Key Stakeholders) 
• -Yes, this is technically achievable.  

 
8. SEFCRI Team, PPT & Other Advisors - Agency Question: Is the recommendation technically achievable from a 

management perspective? If not, do you have suggestions that would allow this to become technically achievable 
from your agency's management perspective? Explain.  
Tier 2 – #10 (Lead Agency or Organization for Implementation) and Tier 2 - #11 (Other Agencies or Organizations) 
• N/A 

 
Comments from the Reviewers: 
 

• No Tier 2 information 
• AS: Data might be used by another entity outside of FWC (i.e., NSU). Might be about longer-term management 
• DB: [FWC] over-inundated w/all info. Might be a management process where analysts go through so that FWC 

can concentrate on most important. Tons of info coming in, some way to set up triage process for incoming 
information? (This can be automated) 

• If app can use GPS data to send to dispatch, appropriate officer in vicinity can respond. We recommend this go forward, if 
for no other reason, it will help deter violators to know that they are being recorded and reported to FWC.  
 

 
Questions from the Reviewers: 
 

Questions/Information Needs Highlighted by the Reviewers Addressed 
by CWG: 

Not Addressed by CWG 
Because: 

1.  
☐ 

☐ This does not apply. 
☐ Need help addressing it. 

2.  
☐ 

☐ This does not apply. 
☐ Need help addressing it. 

3.  
☐ 

☐ This does not apply. 
☐ Need help addressing it. 

4.  
☐ 

☐ This does not apply. 
☐ Need help addressing it. 

5.  
☐ 

☐ This does not apply. 
☐ Need help addressing it. 

6.  ☐ ☐ This does not apply. 



 
☐ Need help addressing it. 

7.  
☐ 

☐ This does not apply. 
☐ Need help addressing it. 

 
 
Questions from the CWGs back to the Reviewers: 
 

• Tier 2 has been completed in this document (guided by the comments of reviewers) 
• Content has been slightly modified to include a texting/uploading feature of the app for photos 
• Please combine S-91 with N-37 

SEFCRI Comments: SEFCRI Team recommends leaving these two RMAs as singular actions (not everyone has 
technology or know-how for an app, still need phone option.  
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